
Prepare:  

Sneaky Snakes
Identifying Main Idea and Details: Turning Headings into Questions

Draw a three-column chart on an anchor chart. Label the columns: Heading, Main-Idea Question, and Details 

Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the main idea

Curiosity
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Day 1                    

LESSON 
COMPONENT PLAN

Explain What the 
Strategy Is and Why 
Readers Use It

Introduce the New Book

Read and Demonstrate 
How to Use the Strategy

Blank Lesson Plan for Interactive Read-Aloud Grades 2–5

Comprehension Focus:  

Standard Correlation:  

SEL Connection:  

Book Title:  

As we read today, we will turn the chapter titles into questions. 
As we read the chapter, we will find details to answer the 
chapter-title question. We use this strategy to help us identify 
the main idea of an individual chapter or the whole book. 

Snakes are not the most popular reptile, but they have 
some unique features. Many of those features help them to 
survive in the wild. Let’s read to learn all about snakes 
and how they survive.  
Record the chapter title on page 4 in the table on your three-column chart: Slithering Reptiles. 
The title of this chapter is “Slithering Reptiles.” I can change that title into a question: What do 
slithering reptiles look like? Record this question on the chart under the appropriate heading. 
Let’s read to bullet key details that answer this question. 

Read pages 4Read pages 4––6:6: We read in this chapter that snakes are flexible and have long bodies and tails 
but no legs. Snakes also have scaly skin and venom to protect themselves. Add the following key 
words in the form of a bulleted list to the anchor chart in the Details column: long bodies, tail, 
no legs, flexible, and scales.  

The title of this next chapter is “Hiding.” Add the heading to the anchor chart in a new row. Here 
is a possible question we could make using this heading: How does hiding help snakes?

Read pages 7Read pages 7––9:9: We just finished reading the chapter titled “Hiding.” Turn and talk with your 
partner about the answer to the main-idea question we asked, How does hiding help snakes? 
Listen in as partners discuss. Have students share their answers to this question and record 
key words on the anchor chart in the Details column: get food, stay safe. 

The title of this next chapter is “Keeping the Enemy Away.” Record the heading on the anchor 
chart in a new row. Turn and talk to your partner about a possible question we could write 
using this chapter title. Listen as partners discuss. Have students share ideas for questions 
with the class. Add this question to the anchor chart: How do snakes keep the enemy away? 

Read pages 10Read pages 10––15:15: We just finished reading about some amazing ways snakes protect 
themselves. On your sticky note, write one way snakes protect themselves. Have students place 
their sticky note in the final section of the anchor chart. Then discuss the details on the sticky 
notes. 

SEL Connection:SEL Connection: Being curious about different things helps us to learn some amazing facts. 
Snakes may indeed be a little scary, but they are interesting creatures with many unique 
abilities to help them survive. 
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Day 2

LESSON 
COMPONENT PLAN

Review the Book

Prompt

Plan

Write

Extend and Connect the 
Learning

Notes and Next Steps

Blank Lesson Plan for Interactive Read-Aloud Grades 2–5

In partners, have students use the anchor chart to discuss the 
details they learned about snakes. Then say, We are going to create 
a main-idea statement for the whole book. A main-idea statement 
includes the topic and the author’s point. The topic is snakes 
because the book is all about snakes. Now let’s look at the details 
listed on our anchor chart. The details help us determine the 
author’s point. In the first row of our anchor chart, we read about 
what a snake looks like. In the next two rows we listed details 
about how a snake uses its features and skills to survive. Let’s use 
those points to create a main-idea statement: Snakes have unique 
features and skills that help them survive.

Write the following prompt on chart paper as you read it 
aloud: Write to explain how snakes use their unique 
features and skills to survive.

Create a T-chart in your journals. Label the left-hand column 
Feature/Skill and the right-hand column Survival. Use the 
anchor chart from Day 1 to help you complete the chart.  

While students are writing, circulate the room and confer with individuals. 
Have students use a word wall as a spelling reference. Assist students 
with their plan by referencing the anchor chart, orally rehearsing their 
next sentence, or addressing their individual writing target.

Have students share their writing with a partner. 

Read aloud other informational texts and/or place informational 
texts in book baskets for students to read independently. Have 
students generate questions from chapter titles. Then have students 
practice listing key details that answer those questions to generate 
a main idea.


